English Department Tutors

We are a group of specialized literature students trained to help you analyze texts and write stronger papers for your English classes.

We work one-on-one with students of all years and writing levels currently enrolled in English classes.

This year, all meetings will be held over zoom. To drop in on our office hours or make an appointment, email:

**Parker Piscitello-Fay** (ppiscite): Tuesday, 4-5PM EST

**Ky Fuller** (kfuller): Wednesday, 7-8PM EST

**Angela Zhao** (szhao2): Thursday, 7-8PM EST

We are here to support you through the transition to remote learning and to help you brainstorm thesis topics, structure and strengthen your arguments, and revise your essay drafts.

*We are not the Writing Tutors! Writing Tutors help students in every department. We are here specifically to help students taking courses in English literature.*

Questions? Email Ky Fuller or Tavi González (ogonzale) in the English Department!